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About This Game

Avadon 3: The Warborn is a huge, old-school, indie fantasy role-playing adventure, the conclusion of the epic Avadon trilogy.
You are a Hand of Avadon, warrior and spy, judge and executioner, with nearly unlimited power to fight the enemies of your
homeland. Your word is Law. However, your lands have been invaded. Barbarians and monsters are rampaging through your

home, and you are the only one who has a way to stop them.

Avadon 3: The Warborn is an epic, retro adventure in an enormous and unique world. Choose from five different character
classes, each with dozens of unique spells and abilities. Explore cunning dungeons, hunt for hundreds of magical artifacts, and
pass judgment on your enemies (or just people you don’t like). Avadon 3 features many different endings. Will you save your

people or betray them? Follow orders or claw for more power? We leave those decisions for you.

Key Features:

Epic fantasy role-playing adventure in an enormous and unique world.
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Many different endings. Will you be loyal to your leaders or switch sides and bring them down? The choice is yours!

Five different character classes, with dozens of unique spells and abilities.

Experience an exciting story, with fascinating characters, tough decisions, and many twists and turns.

Dozens of side quests, dungeons, and secrets to discover.

Hundreds of magical items to find. Use powerful crystals to make your artifacts even more powerful.

Huge adventure with lots of replay value. Experience with earlier games is entirely unnecessary to enjoy Avadon 3.
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Title: Avadon 3: The Warborn
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
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Spiderweb Software
Publisher:
Spiderweb Software
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One of my favorite CoG games along with Tin Star Hero. Community College Hero easily has some of the best writing out of
those types of games along with very gripping emotional scenes!. no trading cards. I've been playing this game for a long time
and it is so much fun.

10\/10 would buy again. SO HARD TO PLAY WITHOUT CHEATS ! MULTIPLAYER GAME WITHOUT TEAM !. Not fun
and crashes frequntly :(. I just bought this game. Its a fun puzzle game that makes you think. You have to know a little bit of
math, but it's all fun and there is a story too! Great plot twist at the end of the game. Highly recommend.. Finished Root A and
in the middle of Root B right now and I'm loving it so far.

I definitely prefered Root A (intense suspenseful mystery game) to Root B (Slice of life with segments of suspense) from what
I've seen so far but together they make for a good game.

Would recommend for fans of the Zero Escape series or Ever17 :)
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FYI This had fatal, horrible display issues on Win 7. Just get CK2.. Saira is a large and non-linear adventure platformer that has
you exploring planets and flying to other galaxies with your space ship, solving puzzles and collecting the parts you need to
return home. The visuals have a nice style to them and the soundtrack is quite peaceful. If you enjoy games like Knytt Stories
(same developer) then definitely check this out.. This is not a game for dedicated wargamers, especially those with a deep
familiarity with the battle of Gettysbug. There is not much to recommend; a lot against a recommendation favorable to the
game. I played 2 games as the South, one lasting 24 turns and the other 16 turns, before the game hung each time. In both cases
the south was on the verge of an overwhelming victory.
Here is a list of points, with full discussion of each point following the list:

Game ending freezes
Bugs
Design concept: Chits
Design concept: Victory
Design concept: No fog of war
Behavior: Artillery moves and shoots
Behavior: No fatigue
Behavior: Units move effortlessly through other formations
Behavior: Zones of control do not hinder movement as they should.

1. Game ending freezes.
In the 30 turns I played, the game froze six times. By this I mean the game stopped in the middle of an action with the wait
wheel spinning. Four times I was able to resume the game by quitting to windows and the reentering the game. Twice nothing I
did would resume the game.

2. Bugs.
Sometimes my infantry units would not move toward an enemy infantry unit that was within attacking range. My units were in
full form without any reason to not move toward the enemy.

Design Concepts.

Chits. Without a doubt this is the main problem with the game. Each unit (division for CSA; Corps for USA) on the battle field
gets one movement chit, and each army gets one battle chit. This chits are put into a "bag" at the beginning of a turn and drawn
one at a time in random order. Thus the player has no control over the order in which his units move. With the exception of the
battle chit a drawn chit presents a use it or lose it situation. For example,

Two divisions are in column approaching the battle field on a road. You draw the chit for the trailing division first. That division
has to leave the road to move forward as the leading division is in the way. You cannot delay the movement or replace the chit
for later drawing.
Your movement into enemy zones of control is countered if the enemy chit is draw before you get your battle chit. One of your
divisions has the opportunity to hit an enemy unit on three sides so you advance three units next to the enemy unit. The next chit
drawn is the enemy unit's chit, so the enemy unit moves away. No fire is exchanged. Had your battle chit been the next drawn,
you could have attacked and destroyed the enemy unit.

This is only a couple of examples of where the chit system makes the battle unrealistic and skews tactics so the success of
careful planning is more luck than skill.

Victory Conditions
The victory conditions are simple: The South wins if they control two or more victory locations; The North wins if they cause
more confederate casualties that the north suffers. I guess it's a tie if both sides fulfill their condition.

My problem with the victory conditions is that there are victory locations that the South must seize. Assigning victory locations
assumes that the armies should be interested in the same locations there were historically considered vital. In some cases, and
Gettysburg is one, locations should be secondary to the main important aspects -- those aspects being open to the players choice.

In this battle, the North's victory condtion is partially valid -- destroy more of the enemy than they do of you. However, the
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victory condition should be layered, with complete victory only coming when the confederate army has been destroyed (e.g.,
70% casualties.)

The confederate victory conditions are not valid, as they force the South to pursue the same basic strategy that was actually
used. The Southern victory condition should be either "get your forces off the southern edge of the battlefield so that your army
survives" or better still, destroy the union army.

No Fog of War
You can see every enemy unit on the battlefield and plan accordingly. The computer either has a limited capability to see your
units (or is an idiot).

No Fatigue
Units zoom about the battlefield never getting tired. I've watched Union units move from top of the hook to the base of little
round top in one turn and in the next turn the same units move back to the top of the hook. There appears to be no loss of
movement or combat ability due to the fatigue of moving (or fighting for that matter).

Artillery Moves and Shoots
I find it inconceivable that artillery can move its full movement, unlimber, set up, and fire in one turn. Each turn is an hour,
sure, but in some cases artillery moves from one side of the battle to the opposite side and then back in two turns, firing both
times. Artillery should only be able to fire when a percentage of its movement is saved for that purpose.

Units Move Effortlessly Through Other Formations
The computer may position its units in mass with layers of units five or six deep. But units on either side of this formation may
move through the center of the mass with impunity. Thus a unit on the east side of the formation may move through the mass,
including downhill and uphill, to position itself on the west side of the formation. In one turn, multple units move to and fro
through the mass. In my experience, moving one formation through another is difficult much less doing that while other
formations are moving through the same area. The problem with this is that it allows unlimited us of interior lines.

With the enemy approaching from the west, position half of a corps' units on the west side and half on the east side. In battle,
the west side units get damaged. In movement, move the west side units through the mass to east side and the east units to the
west to replace the damaged units. Considering the mass of troops in the interior, the damaged units should not be able to
retreast and the east units should not be able to replace\/reinforce.

There should be a movement penalty incurred for each formation that a unit moves through.

Zones of Control do not Hinder Movement as They Should.
Zones of control in the game hinder movement in that a unit must stop moving when it enters an enemy ZOC, and a unit may
not move directly from any enemy ZOC into another enemy ZOC.

The problem is most evident when a point of entry for reinforcement is blocked. For example Heth's division has moved south
and blocks the Emmittsburg road approach for union reinforcement arriving up that road. When the reinforcements arrive the
first unit stops immediately, following unit ship to the right or left on hex and enter, again stopping on their hex of entry. All
these units stop because they have arrived in one of the ZOC hexes of the Heth's division.

My expection is that the next turn these units will have to engage Heth to try to break through. In fact the union units slide
left\/right though the ZOC hexes a march away from Heth, effectively negating the fact that their approach onto the battlefield
was blocked.

This ZOC movement problem could be minimized with an "Ambush" rule. The Ambush rule should be that when a unit enters
the ZOC of an enemy unit the enemy unit should fire immdiately on the moving unit without suffering return fire.. i was playing
the game i was far in the game
but today i started the game and it appear as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing demo WTF!
not only that it removed my progress and cannot play the full game anymore
tried to delete and reinstall it didnt work
i paid the game and they removed my ability to play the game!
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never seen something like that!!. A fantastic, lively composition of strings, woodwinds, and horns to compliment a fantastic
game. I favorited 12 of 27 tracks on the first listen.

When hearing "Twin Sails" the first time, I thought I was listening to Jeremy Soule. It's that good.. Rack N Ruin: I guess you
would call it an Action RPG / SHMUP mashup. You play as the Demon Rack who was stranded on an asteroid by his master
Ruin because, I think, he was too wild corrupting everything. You go around as this demon killing creatures and corrupting the
world. When you kill a creature you collect souls which are the currency you can use to buy items or to corrupt the shrines.

The game is presented in an isometric top down view. There are several locations in the world to explore. Dungeons to conquer.
And boss monsters to defeat. The art style is hand drawn and cartoony, but it works. The biggest beef I have with the game is
that sometimes it is extremely difficult to understand where to go next. And there are many things that seem like you should be
told. Rather than cryptic descriptions of the items, some helpful description would be nice. The final dungeon is so twisted up I
almost rage quit because I couldn't figure out how to get to where I knew I needed to go based on the map.

This game is hard to recommend unless on a deep sale or you are bored with all the other games you haven't played yet.. Simple
and very fun TD game.

I've played most of the TD games on Steam and I won't claim that this is the best. But when you factor in the price it provides a
lot of bang for the buck.

I also find it enjoyable to relax with a very simple game once and I while. Nothing complicated here just pure strategy. There
are three difficulty levels (I play at the middle one and aim for three stars) so there should be a challange for most players.. I
really never understood the "story" of the game. The core plot was easy enough, but you are left with the primary question of
any good story missing - why?. The puzzles are not difficult when compared to the games I grew up on (think King's Quest
series), but in some cases they seemed to exist just for the sake of existing. If you are looking for an okay point and click
adventure style game and can get this game on discount then it will be worth it. At full price though it is not.
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